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Bridging the gas and condensed phases for metal-
atom encapsulating silicon- and germanium-cage
superatoms: electrical properties of assembled
superatoms†

Takaho Yokoyama and Atsushi Nakajima *

With the development of nanocluster (NC) synthesis methods in the gas phase, atomically precise NCs

composed of a finite number of metal and semiconductor atoms have emerged. NCs are expected to

be the smallest units for nanomaterials with various functions, such as catalysts, optoelectronic

materials, and electromagnetic devices. The exploration of a stable NC called a magic number NC has

revealed a couple of important factors, such as a highly symmetric geometric structure and an

electronic shell closure, and a magic number behavior is often enhanced by mixing additional elements.

A synergetic effect between geometric and electronic structures leads to the formation of chemically

robust NC units called superatoms (SAs), which act as individual units assembled as thin films. The

agglomeration of non-ligated bare SAs is desirable in fabricating the assembled SAs associated with

intrinsic SA nature. The recent development of an intensive pulsed magnetron sputtering method opens

up the scalable synthesis of SAs in the gas phase, enabling the fabrication of SA assembly coupled with

the non-destructive deposition of a soft-landing technique. This perspective describes our recent

progress in the investigation of the formation of binary cage SA (BCSA) assembled thin films composed

of metal-atom encapsulating silicon-cage SAs (M@Si16) and germanium-cage SAs (M@Ge16), with a

focus on their electrical properties associated with a conduction mechanism toward the development of

new functional nanoscale materials.

1. Introduction

Nanoscale materials have attracted considerable attention
owing to their potential for the miniaturization of various
devices and their novel functionalities. Some examples include
quantum dots, two-dimensional (2D) nanosheets, and nano-
tubes. Among which, atomically precise nanoclusters (NCs)
composed of a finite number of atoms are one of the most
interesting nanomaterials possessing unique properties that
strongly depend on size and composition. Given that the
physical and chemical properties of NCs differ from those of
bulk states despite the same constituent elements, a suitable
choice of size and composition is the key for desirable func-
tionality. The novelty of NCs is represented by the terms ‘‘small
is different,’’1,2 ‘‘every atom counts,’’3 or ‘‘a new kind of alchemy,’’4

implying that NCs can be regarded as novel building blocks in
addition to elements in a periodic table.

For the application of NCs as nanoscale materials, the
realization of designer NC assembly in a well-controlled man-
ner is a promising methodology that faces two general chal-
lenges. One is the large-scale synthesis of NCs for the
preparation of specimens in practical time, and the other is
the technique to deposit NCs without severe rearrangement
such as the deformation and coalescence of NCs. In these
contexts, one symbolic goal in NC research is the fabrication
of condensed matter based on atomically precise NCs as
building blocks, namely, the realization of ‘‘cluster-assembled
materials’’. The physics of cluster-assembled materials was first
argued theoretically by Khanna and Jena, posing the question
of whether the condensed phase of atomic NCs can retain their
structure.5,6 In their early theoretical investigation, they found
that NCs with high stability that simultaneously fulfilled the
highly symmetric geometric structure and closed electronic
shell would retain their units as experimentally demonstrated
by the building blocks of B@Al12

�.7 Stable NCs can be viewed as
atom-mimicking particles that provide a third dimension to the
periodic table and they have been conceptualized as superatoms
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(SAs). The fabrication of NC assemblies has also claimed the
importance of the mass production of atomically precise NCs to
experimentally verify how the crystal structure and electronic states
evolve from single NCs to the assembled states.

In NC research, the development of novel experimental set-
ups, particularly NC sources and high sensitive detection, is
crucial for exploring the fundamental properties of NCs.8

Hence, novel NC generation methods developed in the gas
phase to increase the NC amounts and techniques for the intact
deposition of NCs on surfaces have been established.9,10

One of the ways to obtain a large amount of NCs is to allow
size distributions without atomic precision; nanoparticles often
exhibit size-dependent characteristics which are not scalable by
their bulk counterparts. These novel size-dependent physical
phenomena can also be observed in cluster-assembled films
fabricated by gas phase beam deposition but cannot be found
in simple atom deposition.11,12 For example, cluster-beam
deposited films can work as neuromorphic devices through
stable and reproducible resistive switching behaviors.13,14 The
potential applications of cluster-assembled systems include gas
sensors,15,16 tunable band gap materials,17 and plasmonic
materials.18

For the sophisticated characteristics of NC assembled mate-
rials, cluster assemblies must be formed through atomically
precise size selection requiring a high intensity NC source. We
recently developed the source of nanojimas, combined with
soft landing apparatus,19 which allows us to prepare non-
ligated bare NCs as a NC beam with a wide choice of elements
and their mixture in scalable amounts. A NC ion beam must be
generated with well-controlled kinetic energy because a beam
with narrowly distributed kinetic energies achieves a low colli-
sion energy when NC ions collide with the substrate, which is
called ‘‘soft-landing’’ and allows deposition on the surface
without decomposition and implantation.20,21 The NC source
enables us to fabricate NC-deposited substrates applicable as
catalysts,22–25 plasmonic sensitizers,26 and optoelectronic
materials27 and have a deep understanding of cluster–surface
interaction with organic substrates.28–30 In addition, the NC
source can be modified to obtain NC solutions31 and NC-
deposited powders.32 The methods are called direct liquid/
powder embedded trapping (DiLET/DiPET),31,32 opening an
opportunity to investigate the properties of bare NCs in various
environments. What is more is the fabrication of assembled
films and characterization of macroscopic properties such as
electrical conduction.33 The advanced setup for the size-
selective NC deposition has realized NC assembly into a solid
agglomeration composed of gas phase synthesized bare NCs.

NCs with high symmetric geometry and atom-mimicking
properties can be viewed as robust superatoms (SAs). Certain
NCs with adequate size and elemental composition make their
electronic structure similar to that of atoms in the periodic
table.6,34,35 Like atoms form an electronic shell composed of
atomic orbitals of s, p, d, f,. . . SAs have resembled orbitals
called superatomic orbitals that are delocalized to overall SA
denoted as S, P, D, F,. . . with capital letters representing the
angular momentum of the superatomic orbitals. The concept of

SAs can explain various features of SAs in terms of the electro-
nic shell model. For instance, SAs with a total valence electron
number corresponding to shell closure can be regarded as rare
gas-like SAs. The emergent superatomic periodicity suggests
that certain classes of NCs can be considered as constituents of
a three-dimensional periodic table. The superatomic periodi-
city in assembled systems must be revealed, particularly for
non-ligated SAs toward the realization of cluster-assembled
materials to achieve the collective macroscopic properties
through the direct accumulation of each SA. An optimized
mixing ratio of constituent atoms with expected synergistic
effects between geometric and electronic features is crucial to
realize SAs as robust building blocks not with aggregation but
with agglomeration; a representative SA can be exemplified by
one central-atom encapsulated in a cage structure, i.e., an
endohedrally doped cage completing a binary cage SA (BCSA).
BCSAs typically exhibit robustness arising from the simulta-
neous satisfaction of geometric packing and electronic shell
closures. This synergetic effect of the stabilization allows BCSAs
to form a series of family constituting systematic and periodic
chemistry. The electron number of BCSAs can be tuned one by
one under the same skeleton structure by replacing the central
metal atom just like the periodicity in the conventional periodic
table of elements.36 Among various BCSAs (including Al based
X@Al12 and endohedral fullerene (M@Cn)),37 metal-atom
encapsulating silicon cage BCSAs (M@Si16) are promising
candidates for SA assembly because the substitution of the
central metal-atom enables the design of electronic properties36

and their structural robustness retains their unique caged
structure even when assembled.28 Various kinds of transition-
and lanthanide-metal (M) can be encapsulated in Si16 cages,
rendering the M@Si16 family tailor-made agglomerated materi-
als based on superatomic periodicity.38 Furthermore, cage
atoms can be altered from Si to Ge, enabling the tuning of cage
properties.39,40 Since our recent achievement in the electrical
characterization of M@Si16 assembled films with group-5
metal-atom encapsulation (M = V, Nb, and Ta),33 we extended
the characterization with different group metals and with Ge
cage BCSAs to widen the perspective on M@Si16/M@Ge16 SA-
assembled films.

In this perspective, we describe BCSA-based material char-
acterization starting from the gas phase study (Section 2),
followed by a surface immobilized system (Section 3) and
finally assembled systems (Section 4). In particular, we high-
light M@Si16 and M@Ge16 BCSAs as promising examples for
naked SA assembled systems from gas phase synthesis.

2. Nanoclusters synthesized in the
gas phase

This section briefly summarizes some basics of gas phase
synthesized NCs, including M@Si16/M@Ge16 in an isolated
system. The characterization of NCs in the gas phase is ideal
for extracting the intrinsic size effect of stability, reactivity, and
structure of naked NCs owing to negligible interaction with
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outer environments. A specific size that possesses the remark-
able stability of NCs in the mass spectrometry appears as a
magic number due to geometrical packing and/or electronic
shell closures. Selective generation such as M@Si16/M@Ge16

BCSAs occurs at a specific charge state. Given that each Si atom
possess 4 valence electrons, 68 electron shell closures of the
superatomic orbitals of (1S)2(1P)6(1D)10(1F)14(2S)2(1G)18(2P)6(2D)10

is achieved when 4 additional electrons are shared by an M atom
including a charge state. Owing to 68 electron shell closures, a stable
charge state can be modified by the group of central metal atoms as
shown in Fig. 1, allowing M@Si16/M@Ge16 BCSAs to resemble the
case of atoms in the periodic table and they are regarded as building
blocks in the superatomic periodicity; group 4 metal-atom (M)
encapsulation with the 4 additional valence electrons can be viewed
as a rare gas-like SA of neutral M@Si16/M@Ge16.

When an M of another group is encapsulated, the cationic
and anionic charge states would be compensated to satisfy 68
electrons, creating superatomic behavior as shown in Fig. 1(b);
group-3, -4, -5, and -6 metal-atom encapsulation generates
M@Si16/M@Ge16 halogen-like, rare gas-like, alkali metal-like,
and alkali earth metal-like BCSAs, respectively. Chemical reac-
tivity between BCSAs and molecules can be rationalized by their
geometric/electronic structures, allowing the geometrical and
electronic evaluation of the size evolution. In the following section,
previous studies in the gas phase and theoretical calculation of
M@Si16/M@Ge16 BCSAs and experimental set-ups for gas phase NC
generation and basic principles for magic number behavior are
summarized. Readers can also refer to recent reviews of M@Si16 and
other kinds of endohedrally doped clusters.36,37,41

2.1 Set-ups for NC generation in the gas phase

Substantial progress has been achieved in the exploration of
small sized atomically precise NCs owing to the development of
the molecular beam technique. Molecular clusters and van der
Waals clusters with weak interaction have been generated by
gas condensation in a supersonic jet with low temperature. For
example, xenon NCs (Xen) are formed by the adiabatic expan-
sion of Xe atoms through a capillary into a vacuum and found
to be abundant at specific sizes such as n = 13, 55, and 147
corresponding to the size required for the closed icosahedral
structure, indicating that rather than an electronic factor, a
geometric factor is important for the stability of Xen.42

For NCs composed of metallic elements and metalloids, the
three principal types of generation methods are gas evapora-
tion, laser vaporization, and sputtering method. In gas evapora-
tion, metal solids are evaporated in an oven placed in a vacuum
chamber, and metal atoms are cooled by supersonic expansion
to aggregate into NCs. Although this method allows the gen-
eration of large sized NCs with high intensity, applicable
elements are restricted to highly volatile elements, such as alkali
metals,43,44 mercury (Hg),45 antimony (Sb), bismuth (Bi), and lead
(Pb).46

Laser vaporization is a versatile method to accelerate NC
research and was developed independently by Smalley47 and
Bondybey.48 A rod or disk composed of the target element is
ablated by a collimated laser pulse so that the generated atoms
and ions follow the clustering by cooling carrier gas. Not only
metal elements but also non-metal elements can be applied. With
the use of two lasers, binary NCs including BCSAs with high
tunability of composition can further be achieved by controlling
the timing and laser power of two lasers.49,50 Face-to-face configu-
ration of two targets with the focusing point of the laser close to
each rod leads to the effective mixing of two components in hot
plasma, resulting in the highly efficient generation of binary NCs.51

Sputtering is an alternative method for NC generation where
atoms and ions are generated by collisions of ionized rare gas
atoms, such as argon cation (Ar+) and Xe+, into a target.
Although the phenomenon of sputtering itself was discovered
in the middle of the 19th century, the first attempt at utilizing
sputtering in NC synthesis was conducted by Haberland and
coworkers.52 Given that a magnet gives the plasma higher
density, magnetron sputtering (MSP) has been widely used.
When the sputtering gas is generated by a high energetic
source,53,54 NC ions are generated at the sputtering event. With
adequate cooling against exothermic clustering,55,56 the gener-
ated atoms and atomic ions grow into NCs. Multi elemental
NCs can be synthesized using a mixed target or positioning
multiple magnetron sputtering sources.16,36 An efficient way to
enhance the ion ratio is to use pulsed discharge57 of high power
impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS), where the peak power
can be increased compared with direct current (DC) sputtering
compensated by a low duty cycle.58

Our group developed a high intensity NC beam source
‘‘nanojimas’’ based on HiPIMS coupled with a gas flow cell

Fig. 1 Overview of M@Si16 and M@Ge16 SAs. (a) Geometric structure of M@Si16 with metal substitution and cage element substitution into M@Ge16.
(b) Transition metal to be encapsulated and the corresponding superatomic nature of M@Si16 and M@Ge16.
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reactor for NC growth and size selection by a quadrupole mass
spectrometer.19 Pulsed discharge generates a bunch composed
of atoms and ions that condense into NCs, where NC genera-
tion can be optimized by the peak power of the pulse voltage
and repetition rate. Time resolved evaluation revealed that
increasing the peak power leads to a high density of atoms
and ions and increasing the repetition rate results in the
overlap of bunches.59 The NC formation mechanism can be
explained by an extended Smoluchowski model where attractive
interactions between NC cations and anions explain the origin
of the size tuning.60 Coupled with an octupole ion guide, ion
deflector, and quadrupole mass filter, the size-selected NC ions
can be generated at high intensity of typically more than 1 nA.
Given that the internal energy of NCs generated by MSP is lower
than that generated by laser vaporization, the narrow kinetic
energy distributions of the NC beam can be achieved for the
non-destructive deposition of soft landing onto a substrate.

2.2 Effect of the geometric and electronic structure on the
stability of NCs

The exploration of stable NCs was the initial interest in NC
research and has been discovered in high abundance in mass
spectra and by chemical tolerance toward etching gas. The
stability of NCs can be discussed in two major factors: geo-
metric and electronic structures. Atoms in NCs tend to organize
to minimize the surface energy and quench dangling bonds,
which is favorable in a closely packed structure such as
icosahedral and decahedral structures. Several electron count-
ing rules were proposed to account for the stabilization by an
electronic factor: three major rules of (1) 18 electron rule, (2)
Wade–Mingos rule, and (3) jellium model assuming spherical
potential. The 18 electron rule was initially proposed in orga-
nometallic compounds, where metal-atom satisfies 18 electrons
with d10s2p6 closure.61 For example, W@Au12 and Mo@Au12

satisfy 18 electrons with 6 electrons of W or Mo and 12
electrons from Au12 with each Au possessing 1 electron.62 The
Wade–Mingos rule is applicable to polyhedral structures and
their correlation between the number of valence electrons,63,64

which explains the stability, structure, and the bonding pat-
terns of various types of Zintl clusters.65

The spherical jellium model is applicable for a wide variety
of NCs with near spherical shape, where valence electrons are
assumed to be delocalized over the NCs within a uniformly
positively charged sphere.66 Magic numbers of Nan NCs coin-
cide with the number of electrons required to fill the shell, n =
8, 20, 40, 58, and 92.67 Another example is the photoelectron
spectra of magnesium NC anions (Mgn

�) showing wide electro-
nic gaps at n = 4, 10, 20, and 35, corresponding to 8, 20, 40, and
70 electron shell closures, respectively.68 For Al NCs, 3 valence
electrons are donated by each Al atom to the superatomic
orbitals. Therefore, magic numbers appear when total valence
electrons including a charge state match with the number
required for closed electronic shells, such as Al7

+, Al13
�, and

Al23
�.69 Magic number behaviors can also be satisfied by

mixing two elements. When Al NCs are mixed with a Na atom,
Al13Na completes the 40 electron shell closure as revealed by its

higher ionization potential compared with that of Al13.70 Mg
possesses 2 electrons, resulting in the high stability of Al5Mg2

�

and Al11Mg3
� corresponding to 20 and 40 electron shell

closures.71 Although electron counting is a delicate issue to
consider how many valence electrons are shared by each atom,
endohedral geometry seems to favor the delocalization of 3d
electrons metal doped silver (Ag) NCs.72 In addition to the
geometrical closely packed structure, the number of total
valence electrons and electron counting rules should be appro-
priately chosen for each system to discuss the electronic states
of NCs.

2.3 Findings of M@Si16/M@Ge16 and their superatomic
nature

The magic number behaviors in metal–Si NCs were discovered
by Beck in the late 1980s, revealing that when a group 6 metal-
atom of Cr, Mo, and W is mixed with Si atoms, cationic M@Si15

and M@Si16 are dominantly generated despite the predomi-
nant formation of pure Sin NCs below n = 11.73,74 Given that
pure Sin NCs are chemically unstable owing to Si dangling
bonds, metal-atom doping can effectively quench the unstable
dangling bonds. Metal-atom encapsulation in a Si16 cage was
experimentally confirmed by using a chemical probe method.
H2O vapor was exposed to MSin NCs with various sizes in the
gas phase.75,76 Given that H2O adsorption for a metal-atom
more readily occurs compared with that for Si atoms, metal-
atom encapsulation can be identified by the size where the
adsorption reaction rate drops. Thereafter, theoretical calcula-
tions of group-4 metal-atom (Ti, Zr, and Hf) encapsulating
M@Si16 were performed by Kumar and Kawazoe, and the
results suggested high symmetric fullerene-like and Frank–
Kasper tetrahedral structures with a large highest occupied
molecular orbital–lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(HOMO–LUMO) gap.77 Theoretical investigation of the optical
properties78 and first principle calculations for electrical prop-
erties were also conducted.79

The threshold size for metal-atom encapsulation depends
on the metal size and charge state; large sized M and/or anions
require many Si atoms for M-atom encapsulation.38,51 The size
evolution of TaSin

+ NC cations was theoretically investigated,80

and a geometric structure consistent with experimental inves-
tigations was obtained. Recently, the size evolution of geo-
metric and electronic structures of TaSin (n = 2–15) NCs in
neutral and anion81 and CrSin (n = 14–18) anions82 were
investigated with the combination between anion photoelec-
tron spectroscopy (PES) in the gas phase and density functional
theory (DFT) calculations.

The above-mentioned investigations suggested that M@Si16

BCSAs are of particular interest among various sizes of M–Si
mixed NCs because of their stable cage structure. The supera-
tomic periodicity of group-3, -4, and -5 was revealed by the high
abundance of M@Si16 in anion, neutral, and cation, respec-
tively, indicating that these SAs behave as halogen-like, rare gas-
like, and alkali-like, analogous to atoms in the periodic table.83

Superatomic periodicity was also confirmed by the anion PES of
M@Si16 doped with an electron withdrawing fluorine (F) atom,
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where V@Si16F is generated as a charge transfer (CT) complex and
one excess electron of Ti@Si16

� is quenched by the F atom.51

Similar to M@Si16, Ge cage BCSAs of M@Ge16 possess
superatomic behaviors based on 68 electron shell closure. Since
a Ge16 cage is geometrically larger than a Si16 cage, M@Ge16 are
stabilized by large sized M such as Lu.40 Although M@Si16 and
M@Ge16 can be regarded as BCSAs with notable stability, the
cages formed by the same group 14 atoms of Sn and Pb result in
less stability as evaluated by the PES of M@Sn16 and M@Pb16

and can be rationalized by low cage aromaticity.39 Despite the
similar superatomic nature of M@Si16 and M@Ge16, their
electron affinities and HOMO–LUMO gap are not identical,
which results in the tunability of energy levels by cage element
substitution.39,40

3. Nanoclusters on the surface

In the preceding section, the isolated NCs synthesized in the
gas phase provide a suitable platform to spectroscopically
understand the fundamental characteristics. For the advance-
ment of the application of NCs as functional nanomaterials,
NCs should be appropriately supported on the surface. The
major challenge is suppressing the collision energy of NCs
when landing on the surface; a high collisional energy results in
the decomposition or penetration of NCs. The geometric and
electronic structures of NCs are altered from a free standing
form due to the interaction with substrates. Therefore, the
substrates to be deposited also play an important role because
the collisional deposition of NCs prompts them to aggregate
and lose their original size through the migration and thermal
scattering of NCs on a substrate.84

The morphology of supported NCs can be observed under
microscopes, such as a transmission electron microscope
(TEM), scanning tunneling microscope (STM), and atomic force
microscope (AFM). Supported NCs perform various functionals
such as catalyst and optical and magnetic materials, which
behave differently from their nanoparticle counterparts. Under-
standing cluster–surface interactions would lead to the well-
controlled systems of NC supported surfaces with designer
functionality. Owing to the superatomic nature of M@Si16,
the substrate decorated by p-type and n-type organic molecules
can immobilize halogen-like and alkali metal-like M@Si16,
respectively. Chemical characterization of deposited M@Si16

have been conducted through the surface analysis of X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). In the following section,
the techniques to fabricate cluster-supported surfaces without
decomposition are described, followed by the characterization
of the M@Si16 deposited system.

3.1 Intact deposition of NCs and their application to
functional nanomaterials

When NCs in the gas phase collide with the surface, excess
energy might dissociate the bonding in NCs when the kinetic
energy of NCs exceeds above the binding energy. One method
to release the excess energy is to use the matrices such as rare

gas and self-assembled monolayers (SAMs). In the former, ions
are embedded into cooled rare gas layers (typically below 30 K)
formed on the substrate to dissipate the excess energy at the
collision event.85 Various optical properties of size-selected NCs
were evaluated using this methodology, including photoab-
sorption spectra,86 Raman spectra,87 infra-red reflection
absorption spectra (IRAS),88 and fluorescence spectra.85 Deposi-
tion onto SAMs is also applicable where the alkyl chain in SAM
behaves as a buffer layer. Organometallic sandwich NCs of
V(benzene)2 are non-destructively isolated in alkanethiolate
SAM as revealed by IRAS and temperature programmed
desorption (TPD).89,90

Given the NC deposition on a bare substrate without any
buffer layers, a STM study showed that NC fragmentation and
substrate damage can be avoided with a small impact energy
less than 1 eV per atom.91,92 Ag NCs can be non-destructively
deposited on platinum Pt(111).10 The distribution of kinetic
energy of the incident NC beam must be narrowed down; multi-
collisional conditions with He buffer gas is a representative
approach to lower the kinetic energy.9 The soft landing of NCs
allows for the investigation of the size specific functionality
coupled with substate materials and the diversification of the
application of NCs.

Catalysis is one of the most explored fields in the research of
NC-deposited systems. Cluster–surface interaction makes the
geometric and electronic structure of NCs different from those
in the gas phase. Hence, catalytic activity and the effect of
supports should be understood from a microscopically ‘‘molecular
viewpoint’’. The strategic choice of NCs and supports leads to
higher catalytic activity compared with conventional catalysts.
Furthermore, the precise reaction pathway and mechanism can
be deduced with the aid of computational methods because
catalysts based on atomically precise NCs are a well-defined system
that can be modeled, which is otherwise impossible for conven-
tional nanoparticles with non-molecularly defined structures.

Catalytic activity was evaluated by temperature programmed
spectroscopy (TPS) in a vacuum chamber93,94 or liquid/gas chroma-
tography mass spectrometry for liquid-phase reaction.23,95 The
chemical states of the supported NCs were determined by XPS,
X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS), and so on to reveal the origin
of activity. DFT calculation can be applied to simulate the structure
of NC supported systems along with reaction pathways to under-
stand structure–activity correlation. A wide range of elements,
supports, and target reactions have been explored. For example,
Vajda et al. revealed that the epoxidation of propylene catalyzed by
Ag3 supported on alumina can be achieved in low temperature with
preference against CO2 generation.96 Heiz et al. utilized a few layers
of oxide such as MgO and SiO2 to investigate the effect of surface
acidity on the activity of ethylene hydrogenation catalyzed by size-
selected Pt clusters.97 In addition, an amorphous SiO2 layer was
formed on Mo(211) or Pt(111) for the support of Pt NCs to
investigate the effect of local work function on the hydrogenation
of unsaturated hydrocarbons.98 Yasumatsu et al. observed that CO
oxidation can be mediated by a Ptn-deposited Si substrate in lower
temperature compared with bulk Si, resulting from the strong
cluster–surface interaction.99 Ptn NCs were recently generated by
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DC sputtering and size selectively soft landed onto a TiO2 surface
following the exposure of isotopically labeled 13CO and 18O2. TPR
experiments revealed that oxidation is achieved by two reactions: an
oxygen atom comes from an exposed gas or substrate identified by
the resulting CO2 with different mass.100 The size dependent
catalytic activity of Ptn supported on glassy carbon for the oxygen
reduction reaction (ORR) was evaluated, and the structure was
revealed by XAFS combined with FEFF simulation.24,25

A NC-deposited surface possesses functionality not only
limited to the catalyst but also magnetic, electronic, and optical
properties. The magnetism of supported NCs was evaluated by
X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XCDM) as for Fe NCs on
highly oriented pyrolytic graphic (HOPG).101 The decoration of
NCs on the surface can alter the electrical properties of the
underlying layer. For example, Van de Vondel et al. demon-
strated that Au NC decoration to graphene shifts the behavior
as a field effect transistor and also spintronic devices due to the
interaction.102–104

A critical size for the transition from molecular-like to
plasmonic excitation was investigated by the time-resolved
two-photon photoemission (2PPE) of soft-landed Agn NCs on
the fullerene (C60) substrate, which resulted in 9-mer as the
critical size.27 Plasmonic NC can work as a sensitizer for surface
plasmon polariton propagating along the buried organic/metal
interface of C60/Au(111).26 The optimization of the support
effect by organic molecules is important for stable support on
the surface through cluster–surface interaction such as charge
transfer interaction. Al13 and B@Al12 SAs are quite reactive
and can be oxidized when deposited on an electron accepting
C60 substrate, however enhanced stability can be achieved once
a 40 electron shell closure is satisfied by depositing on
the electron-donating molecule of hexa-tert-butyl-hexa-peri-
hexabenzocoronene (HB-HBC).29

3.2 Chemical characterization of M@Si16 deposited on the
surface

M@Si16 BCSAs can be deposited onto a surface using a soft
landing technique. When Ta@Si16 is deposited on a chemically
inert substrate of HOPG, Ta@Si16 forms an island structure
without the decomposition of Ta@Si16 due to the weak inter-
action between HOPG and Ta@Si16 as shown in the STM image
of the Ta@Si16 island on HOPG in Fig. 2(a) and the height
profile in (b).105 Each height of single layer is measured to be
about 1 nm, which is reasonably close to the diameter of
individual Ta@Si16, indicating that Ta@Si16 is assembled while
retaining their caged structure. Moreover, the XPS spectra of
Ta@Si16 around Si 2p and Ta 4f are shown in Fig. 2(c) and (d),
respectively. The areal intensity ratio of Ta 4f and Si 2p is
1 : 1.58, which agrees well with the theoretical value of 1 : 1.53
assuming that Ta : Si = 1 : 16. Each spectrum can be reproduced
by a single component considering spin–orbit splitting and
instrumental broadening so that Ta and Si can be regarded as
being in a chemically uniform environment, and it can be
concluded that Ta@Si16 retains its high symmetrical caged struc-
ture encapsulating the Ta atom. Otherwise, the XPS spectra would

be broadened as shown in the XPS spectra of non-encapsulating
TaSi8.106

Given that Ta@Si16 is an alkali metal-like SA stable in a
cationic state, it can readily release an electron to a neighboring
electron accepting molecule. When deposited on C60 film,
Ta@Si16 BCSAs are immobilized through the formation of CT
complex Ta@Si16

+–C60
�. Each Ta@Si16 can be observed as

single dots in the STM image of Ta@Si16 deposited on C60,
indicating that stable immobilization was achieved.28 Systema-
tic analyses of the height profile along with lateral sizes of
Ta@Si16 on C60 revealed that Ta@Si16–C60 heterodimers tend to
be vertical with thermal annealing.107 Electron transfer from
Ta@Si16 to C60 was elucidated by the XPS analysis of the C 1s
region shifting to a lower binding energy after the deposition of
Ta@Si16 indicating that C60 is negatively charged.108

The chemical stability of Ta@Si16
+ on a C60 surface was

evaluated by XPS spectra with the gradual exposure of O2 gas. At
the early stage of exposure, the Si 2p peak slightly shifted
toward a higher binding energy and the Ta 4f peak is hardly
changed. This finding indicated that Si is first oxidized and Ta
is protected by the surrounding Si16 cage. With the increasing
exposure amount, both Si and Ta are oxidized, indicating the
cage has collapsed and a Ta atom is oxidized. Clear evidence for
the cage collapse can be identified when nitric oxide (NO) is
used as the oxidative gas. Given that NO adsorb molecularly to
oxidized Ta that can be judged from the N 1s XPS spectrum
appearing at 405.4 eV. The low exposure amount of NO gas
results in the oxidation of Si atoms, and the XPS spectra of Ta 4f
remains identical to that of the as-deposited Ta@Si16. With the

Fig. 2 Characterization of Ta@Si16 deposited on a HOPG surface. (a) An
STM image with (b) the height profile taken along a blue-dotted line in (a).
XPS spectra for around (c) Si 2p and (d) Ta 4f core levels with the fitted
results. Reproduced with permission from ref. 105. Copyright 2015 Amer-
ican Chemical Society.
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increasing exposure amount, the Ta 4f peak shows an oxidized
component which coincides with the appearance of the peak
originating from molecularly adsorbed NO in the N 1s spectra
as shown in Fig. 3, indicating that NO gas can behave as a
collapse indicator of Si16 cage SAs.109

The periodic dependence of the chemical reactivity of group-
5 metal-atom (MV = V, Nb, and Ta) encapsulating M@Si16

BCSAs deposited on C60 was evaluated by the same method
using O2 as the probing gas. Given that the total valence
electron in MV@Si16 is the same, the alkali metal-like MV@Si16

becoming cationic on C60 was confirmed by the XPS spectra of
the as-deposited specimen. However, the chemical reactivity
toward O2 depends on the periodic number of MV; Nb@Si16 is
the most reactive and Ta@Si16 is the most inert. The Si 2p peak
with a higher binding energy originating from the oxidization
of Si atoms most readily appears for Nb, then V, and finally Ta.
The observed periodicity can be interpreted by the degree of
electron density spreading outside the MV@Si16 obtained by the
DFT calculation.106 The size-dependent reactivities of TaSin on
C60 exhibit relatively high reactivity in small size n and a local
minimum at Ta@Si16 along with Ta@Si17, which can be
explained by the Si adatom structure of Ta@Si16.110

The CT complex formed between Ta@Si16 and the C60

molecular layer can be explained by considering the energetics
for CT complexation.30 Endothermic dissociation limits (DE) of
Ta@Si16

+C60
� and Ta@Si16

�C60
+ against the neutrals of M@Si16

and C60 can be calculated by the ionization energy and electron
affinity of Ta@Si16 and C60. The value of DE is smaller for
Ta@Si16

+C60
� compared to Ta@Si16

�C60
+, which is consistent

with the XPS results. Although DE is positive, stabilization by
Coulomb interaction and polarization of the C60 surroundings
seems to overcome the endothermic gap. When a different
group M is encapsulated, optimizing a charge state is impor-
tant for the stable immobilization of M@Si16. In the case of an
electron-donating (p-type) molecule such as HB-HBC, DE becomes
smaller for M@Si16

�HB-HBC+ compared to M@Si16
+HB-HBC�,

resulting in the electron transfer being in the opposite direction
to that of C60. In fact, the chemical reactivity of halogen-
like Lu@Si16 against molecular oxygen is suppressed when it is

deposited on HB-HBC to form Lu@Si16
�HB-HBC+ with satisfying

68 electron closure.30

For characterization of the behavior of M@Si16 BCSAs on
different kinds of substrate, Ta@Si16 was deposited on stron-
tium titanate (STO) as a representative of oxide substrate with
step-by-step deposition. XPS measurement revealed that a
layered film was formed. At the interface of Ta@Si16/STO, the
partial oxidization of Ta@Si16 cause by an oxide substrate is
recognized originating from the oxygen atoms in the substrate.
Increasing the film thickness also increases the intact Ta@Si16

species because their multilayers are formed. Moreover, step-
by-step O2 exposure to a thick film of 11 mL Ta@Si16 deposited
on C60 revealed that only the outermost layer is oxidized as the
‘‘sacrificial layer’’ and inner Ta@Si16 is retained as non-
oxidized as summarized in Fig. 4.111 These results indicated
that the outermost and interface M@Si16 are inevitably oxidized
but the inside layers are protected by these two layers making
M@Si16 suitable for assembled materials.

4. M@Si16 and M@Ge16 as building
blocks for superatom assembly

Considering the SA assembly by analogy with the atomic
assembly, the geometry of spherical SAs is preferable due to
their isotropic nature for assembling. Endohedrally doped cage
BCSAs are a promising candidate for SA assembly due to their
high symmetric structure and tunability with a dopant atom. As
summarized in Section 2 and Fig. 1, M@Si16/M@Ge16 BCSAs
are one of the most fascinating building blocks for SA assembly
because of the controllability of their electronic states main-
taining their highly symmetric structure. For assembled SAs,
the energy levels of molecular orbitals are critical for charge
transport. A p-type material with a hole as the charge carrier is
preferable for molecules with a shallow HOMO level, and an
electron transporting n-type material is preferable for mole-
cules with a deep LUMO level.

Organic semiconductors have been extensively studied as
molecular conductors and for the control of electronic proper-
ties with a similar molecular structure. Fluorination or an
additional functional group are well-established methodologies
to control their electronic states; however, molecular packing at
the heterojunction is generally unsuitable because the outer
part of molecules is modified. M@Si16 and M@Ge16 BCSAs can
now be regarded as an ideal class of materials that realize
widely controllable electronic structures and the corresponding
electronic states for carrier transport. The properties of M@Si16

as assembled systems were predicted theoretically. In early
studies, Ti@Si16 and Zr@Si16 were suggested to intactly form
a homodimer and their structures were explored.77 The hetero
assembly of different M@Si16 was also predicted, and the
findings implied that the p–n and p–i–n junction can be
formed by group-3, -4, and -5 metal-atom encapsulated
M@Si16. These results suggested the possibility of M@Si16 to
be applied to optoelectronic devices.112 Moreover, the electro-
nic properties of bulk state113,114 and 2D assembled film115

Fig. 3 (a) Si 2p, (b) Ta 4f, and (c) N 1s core level XPS spectra for Ta@Si16

deposited on a C60 substrate before and after step by step exposure to NO.
Reproduced from ref. 109 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.
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were investigated. However, an assembled state cannot be
achieved until the large-scale synthesis of M@Si16 in the gas
phase has been established.

The investigation of electrical conductor characteristics with
a wide range of metal-atom encapsulation is an important task
toward the application of M@Si16 and M@Ge16 assemblies for
electronic devices. With innovation in the mass production of
SAs in the gas phase and soft landing technique, the fabrication
of SA-assembled films and their macroscopic characterization
has been realized. In this section, our recent efforts of electrical
characterization of M@Si16 and M@Ge16 BCSA films are
described as SA assemblies.

4.1 Experimental method for M@Si16 and M@Ge16 assembled
films

Experimental methods are briefly described, as previously
reported elsewhere.33 With the use of the HiPIMS technique
described in Section 2, M@Si16 cations or anions can be
generated for more than 1 nA for various central metals as
shown in the mass spectra of Fig. S1 (ESI†). Owing to the alkali
metal-like nature of M@Si16 BCSA for group-5 metal-atom
encapsulation, the cations of M@Si16

+ are preferably generated
for M = V, Nb, and Ta, satisfying the 68 electron shell closure.
Similarly, the anions of M@Si16

� are preferably generated for
the group-3 metal-atom encapsulation of Lu@Si16 owing to the
halogen-like nature. For group-4 metal-atom encapsulating
M@Si16, a magic number behavior is found in their cations
rather than in their anions.31 In the magnetron sputtering of
M–Si mixed targets, the mass spectra for M@Si16

� NCs with

M = Ti, V, Nb and Ta evidently exhibit magic number behaviors,
while with M = Lu, Zr and Hf, the mass spectra show less
selective behaviors with slight enhancement of larger sizes such
as M@Si17 and M@Si18.

The difference in the magic number behaviors can be
qualitatively understood by the geometrical factor of the radius
of the M atom; the metallic bond radii of Lu (1.72 Å), Zr (1.59 Å)
and Hf (1.56 Å) are larger than those of Ti (1.45 Å), V (1.31 Å), Nb
(1.43 Å), and Ta (1.43 Å).116 When a larger metal-atom than
internal cavity inside the Si16 cage is encapsulated, the Si16 cage
is geometrically distorted.51 On the basis of the radius of the
metal-atom, the metal-atom below 1.5 Å in the metallic radius
can stabilize the geometry of M@Si16.

For a Ge16 cage, both Lu@Ge16
� and Ta@Ge16

+ are observed
as the magic number behavior among M–Ge binary NCs, as
shown in Fig. 5. The large cavity size of the Ge16 cage allows Lu
to be stably encapsulated, and the Si16/Ge16 cage is geometri-
cally more tolerant for small central atoms than for large
central atoms. Ion currents of M@Si16

� and M@Ge16
� are

typically more than 1 nA, which is sufficient to fabricate the
assembled films with hundreds layer thickness in several to
dozens of hours. The fabricated films are thick enough for the
investigation of macroscopic characteristics, such as electrical
conduction.

For the evaluation of electrical characteristics, the assembled
films should be formed on an insulator layer between metallic
electrodes, while avoiding charge-up of the deposited substrates
with size-selected M@Si16

� ions. An interdigitated Au electrode
pattern was formed on the SiO2 surface, and Au electrodes were

Fig. 4 XPS spectra of Ta@Si16 deposited on a STO substrate at 0.3–5.0 mL ((a) Ta 4f and (b) Si 2p) and that of thick Ta@Si16 (11 mL) film before and after
O2 exposure ((c) Ta 4f and (d) Si 2p). Schematic drawing of (e) interfacial oxidation of Ta@Si16 with o1 mL and multilayer and that of (f) surface oxidation
penetrating a finite depth of Tox, which is not longer than the size of Ta@Si16. Reproduced with permission from ref. 111. Copyright 2020 American
Chemical Society.
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grounded to release the charge of incoming ions during deposi-
tion. The Au electrodes were connected to each other by Au wires
and bridged to the Cu base plate by conductive silver paste as
shown in Fig. 6(a).

Toward the Au wire-connected substrate, the M@Si16
� BCSA

ions were deposited and neutralized by releasing the charge to
the substrate through the Au wires. The typical deposition
amount is 46 mC, which allows a fully spread film to form, that
can fill the space between the electrodes. Fig. 6(c–e) show the
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of Ta@Si16 film
deposited on the substrate in the vicinity of Au electrodes with
different deposition amounts of (c) 12, (d) 18.5, and (e) 46 mC.

The SEM image in Fig. 6(c) showed that Ta@Si16 is predomi-
nantly deposited near the Au electrodes and formed island
structures. A possible reason is that Ta@Si16

+ ions preferen-
tially release the charge to be neutral at an Au electrode. The
clear island structures are imaged in contrast to the underlying
substrate. With the increasing deposition amounts, the island
structures seen at 12 mC deposition disappeared as shown in
Fig. 6(d) and (e). A continuous film morphology covers all over
the SiO2 layer between the Au electrodes. The SEM image
between electrodes showed a continuous film at 46 mC deposi-
tion (Fig. 6(f)). When the continuous film is formed, electrical
characteristics can be discussed from the viewpoint of M@Si16

assembled films. Moreover, fabricated films are composed of
intact M@Si16 as evaluated by XPS spectra, showing that both Si
2p and Ta 4f can be reproduced by single-chemical components
without any oxidation and any unexpected peak broadening.33

The following described the central metal dependence of
M@Si16 and M@Ge16 films.

4.2 Electrical conduction of M@Si16 assembled films

The electrical characteristics of group-5 metal-atom (MV = V, Nb
and Ta) encapsulating Si cage BCSA (MV@Si16) assembled
films33 will be discussed. Temperature (T = 87–300 K) depen-
dent electrical conductance (G) was evaluated by current–vol-
tage (I–V) measurements under vacuum (10�2 Pa) with voltage
sweep at one terminal from 0 to 100 mV, and G was found to
increase with T. Although semiconductor-like temperature
dependence, plots based on band conduction showed that ln
G is not proportional to T�1, indicating that MV@Si16 films
hardly form a band structure. The electronic structures of isolated
MV@Si16 showed that the singly occupied molecular orbital (SOMO)
is a superatomic 1H orbital with multiple nodes, making the
electronic overlap of neighboring MV@Si16 small.

As an alternative conduction mechanism, variable range
hopping (VRH) with strong electron correlation of the Efros–
Shklovskii VRH (ES-VRH) model117 was investigated and the
linear relationships of ln G vs. T�1/2 were obtained for all
MV@Si16 as shown in Fig. 7. The validity of ln G p T�1/2 was
also confirmed by a Zabrodskii plot, where the exponent of T
can be determined118 and the obtained value was close to about
�0.5 for all MV@Si16. Although the conduction mechanism was

Fig. 5 Mass spectra for M–Ge binary NC anions of (a) M = Lu and cations of (b) M = Ta. Red arrows indicate the peak corresponding to M@Ge16
�.

Fig. 6 Schematics of (a) fabrication and (b) electrical conductivity
measurement of M@Si16 assembled films. SEM images of Ta@Si16

assembled films near the Au electrode with a deposition amount of
(c) 12 mC, (d) 18.5 mC, and (e) 46 mC. Au electrodes are shown on the right
hand side of each figure indicated by yellow allows. (f) SEM image of the
Ta@Si16 assembled film deposited on SiO2 between Au electrodes. Repro-
duced with permission from ref. 33. Copyright 2021 American Chemical
Society.
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the same for all MV encapsulation, the values of the slope of
ln G vs. T�1/2 plots were dependent on MV. The value of the
slope corresponds to the degree of how the localized electronic
states are extended, which is called the localization length. The
values were calculated to be 1.2 nm for V@Si16, 0.8 nm for

Nb@Si16, and 2.2 nm for Ta@Si16, all of which were several
times larger than the radius of M@Si16. This finding indicated
that electronic states are not localized to single MV@Si16 but
delocalized to the domain composed of several MV@Si16. The
results might be due to the difference in degree of interaction
between neighboring MV@Si16, revealing the period dependent
collective properties in the BCSA-assembled films.

Group-3 and -4 metal-atom encapsulating SAs of Lu@Si16

and Hf@Si16 assembled systems were fabricated and character-
ized to further investigate the periodicity of M@Si16 BCSA-
assembled systems. Fig. 8 shows the temperature-dependent
electrical conductance of Lu@Si16, Hf@Si16, and Ta@Si16. The
electrical conductance of the Lu@Si16 assembled film was
102–103 orders of magnitude smaller than those of Hf@Si16

and Ta@Si16 assembled films. Moreover, the temperature
dependence of Lu@Si16 was more drastic, compared with those
of qualitatively similar behaviors for Hf@Si16 and Ta@Si16.
Given that isolated Lu@Si16 is one electron deficient to 68 e�

shell closure, the carriers in the Lu@Si16 assembled system can
be regarded as a hole.

The observed difference between group-3 encapsulating and
group-4 and -5 encapsulating M@Si16 can be attributed to the
carrier type difference in M@Si16. In fact, for a Si single crystal
hole mobility is smaller than electron mobility,119 although the
disordered structure might affect the mobility in M@Si16

assembled films. Neither band conduction nor hopping con-
duction can explain the observed temperature dependent con-
ductance of Lu@Si16. Thus, further investigation is needed to
reveal the electronic states and conduction mechanism of
Lu@Si16. Direct confirmation of hole conduction is also
required by applying the magnetic field based on Hall effect
measurements for instance.

The electrical conduction behavior for Hf@Si16 assembled
films can be denoted by ES-VRH with ln G proportional to T�1/2

as shown in Fig. 9(a). Given that isolated Hf@Si16 BCSA has a
closed electronic shell with a HOMO–LUMO gap of 1.37 eV,51

the conduction mechanism of the Hf@Si16 assembled system
should not be band conduction. Indeed, the conduction was
characterized by ES-VRH originating from localized electronic
states. Interestingly, the conduction mechanism was the same
between rare-gas-like Hf@Si16 and alkali-like Ta@Si16, and the
carrier of the Hf@Si16 assembled film can be inferred to be
electrons. It seems reasonable that thermally excited electrons
in the LUMO would be transported through the film with
hopping conduction. The other group-4 metal-atom encapsu-
lating M@Si16 of Ti@Si16 and Zr@Si16 assembled films simi-
larly showed a ln G p T�1/2 relationship, indicating that the
conduction mechanism of all group-4 metal-atom encapsulat-
ing M@Si16 assembled films is ES-VRH (see the ESI,† Fig. S2).

One possible reason for the hopping conduction might be
due to amorphous films and the fabrication of well-ordered
crystalline M@Si16 leading to improved control over a collective
behavior based on the isolated electronic structure of M@Si16.
Post annealing of the Hf@Si16 assembled film was conducted at
415 K under vacuum (ca. 10�2 Pa) for 90 min to increase the
crystallinity of the M@Si16 BCSA-assembled film. When brought

Fig. 7 Temperature dependent electrical conductance of MV@Si16

(MV = (a) V, (b) Nb, and (c) Ta) assembled films based on ES-VRH.
Logarithm of conductance (ln G) versus T�1/2 for MV@Si16 films is plotted
at 87–300 K, and the slope values are shown in each. Reproduced with
permission from ref. 33. Copyright 2021 American Chemical Society.
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back to room temperature, however, the conductance was
dropped probably due to the oxidization of Hf@Si16 against
residual gases during annealing as shown in Fig. 9(b). Although
the temperature-dependent conductance of the annealed
Hf@Si16 film showed ln G p T�1/2 dependence with almost
the same slope as before annealing, the absolute value of
electrical conductance was reduced. Given that the conduction
mechanism and localization length is identical before and after
annealing, the result showed that crystallinity cannot be
improved by the post annealing around 415 K along with the
outermost layer oxidation of Hf@Si16, similar to the case of
Ta@Si16 thick layers.111 An alternative strategy to improve the
crystallinity is to increase the temperature while M@Si16 is
deposited.

In addition to the bulk properties described above, electrical
transport at the interface is an important target to elucidate
because nanomaterials in contact with metals sometimes form
Schottky barriers in unconventional ways.120 Interfacial proper-
ties such as Schottky barrier height can be characterized by
scanning probe microscopy,121,122 which would be interesting
to apply to M@Si16/M@Ge16 systems. In fact, the insertion of
WSin NCs at metal/semiconductor interfaces can reduce the
electron Schottky barrier height owing to the Fermi-level
depinning,123 indicating the diverse potential applications of
M@Si16/M@Ge16 SAs.

4.3 Electrical conduction of M@Ge16 assembled films

The M@Ge16 (M = Lu and Ta) BCSA-assembled films were
fabricated to investigate the diversity of the building block
instead of the outer Si16 cage as shown in Fig. 10. Ta@Ge16

films with the same deposition amount of 46 mC showed an
electrical conductance of more than 100 mS at room tempera-
ture, which is one order of magnitude larger than that of the
Ta@Si16 film. Low deposition amount of 33 mC corresponding

Fig. 8 Metal-atom dependence of temperature-dependent electrical
conductance for different group-3, -4, and -5; (a) Lu@Si16, (b) Hf@Si16,
and (c) Ta@Si16 assembled films.

Fig. 9 Temperature dependent electrical conductance of a Hf@Si16

assembled film based on the ES-VRH model; (a) as deposition and
(b) after annealing at 423 K for 90 min in a vacuum. The logarithm of
conductance (ln G) versus T�1/2 for Hf@Si16 films is plotted at 87–300 K,
and the slope values are shown in each.
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to 72% of full deposition was also fabricated because contact
resistance (typically several O) cannot be neglected in such high
conduction. Given that the electrical conductance was still
high, the properties were analyzed at a temperature below
210 K where the effect of contact resistance can be negligible.
Temperature dependence can be reproduced by the ES-VRH
model, which is identical to Ta@Si16 as shown in the ESI†
(Fig. S3). The higher conductivity of Ta@Ge16 compared with that of
Ta@Si16 implied that the metallic characters are enhanced, similar
to the difference in nature between Si and Ge in bulk. The diversity
of the M@Si16 family can be extended by not only substituting a
central metal-atom, but also substituting cage atoms between Si and
Ge, although the evaluation by a four terminal method would be a
future task for the accurate characterization of Ta@Ge16 excluding
the contact resistance.

For group-3 metal-atom encapsulation, the Ge16 cage has a
larger internal cavity than the Si16 cage. Hence a large sized Lu
atom can be stably encapsulated. As shown in Fig. 5(a),40,51 the
magic number behavior of Lu@Ge16

� was predominantly
observed, which is in contrast to the smooth mass distributions
for Lu@Si16

� in Fig. S1 (ESI†). Fig. 10(a) shows the temperature
dependence of electrical conductance of the Lu@Ge16

assembled film at 34 mC deposition. The electrical conductance
significantly increased with the temperature, although the
electrical conductance below 130 K was not shown due to a
low signal-to-noise ratio. The temperature dependence for the
Lu@Ge16 assembled film is qualitatively similar to that of the

Lu@Si16 assembled film, implying that both are characterized
by the hole conduction.

5. Summary and future prospects

In summary, we described the progress of NC research starting
from the methodology of generating atomically precise NCs to
surface immobilization and finally assembled film formation.
The development of custom-made set-ups has always been
required for the experimental investigation of novel physical
and chemical properties of NCs in various levels of hierarchy.
Early research in the gas phase showed that the size evolution
of NC stability, reactivity, and structure can be understood in
terms of the electronic shell model and unique geometric
structures in combination with theoretical calculations.
Exploratory research of magic number NCs revealed unex-
pected novel nanomaterials, such as metal-atom encapsulating
Si cage NCs (M@Si16) that can be regarded as SAs. The high
intensity NC beam generation system could be coupled with
soft landing deposition, enabling exploration of the functionality of
atomically precise NCs not only as a free-standing form but also as
nanomaterials with a surface or NC assembled phase.

The assembled film fabrication by M@Si16 BCSAs could be
achieved with the high intensity NC source based on HiPIMS
and a soft landing technique.33 High symmetric and electronic
factor cooperatively stabilize M@Si16 BCSAs, enabling their
assembly without deforming a unique caged structure to char-
acterize macroscopic characteristics such as electrical conduc-
tion. The central metal dependence of M@Si16 was investigated
along with germanium-cage SAs of M@Ge16 assembled films in
an amorphous state to shed some light on superatomic peri-
odicity in assembled materials.

The remaining challenges are as follows: (i) preparation of
naked SAs in crystals, (ii) hetero connection of different SAs in
the bulk phase, and (iii) fabrication of devices based on SAs as
an active layer. The (i) challenge is important to understand
how the isolated electronic states are delocalized to the band
structure in a condensed phase. Experimental methods, such
as angle resolved X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, would be
applicable to observe the band dispersion and stimulate the
collaborative research in the field of condensed matter physics
and material sciences. The (ii) challenge would lead to the
corporative effect, which cannot be observed in a single com-
ponent. Various characteristics can be achieved by heterojunc-
tion as shown in the Si-based and organic semiconductors.
Microscopic characterization of the film morphology and elec-
tronic state at the heterojunction and film/electrode interface
would also be important to gain deep insight into the origin of
emergent functionality.

In an organic semiconductor, the ensemble of electron
acceptors and electron donors is important for the emergence
of functionality. The sub-monolayer deposition of M@Si16 on
C60 formed the stable CT complex of M@Si16

+–C60
� when the

central metal was group-5. The hetero layer formation of
M@Si16 with p-type and n-type characteristics in the bulk phase

Fig. 10 Temperature dependent conductance of (a) Lu@Ge16 and
(b) Ta@Ge16 assembled films.
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would advance the realization of device fabrication in terms of
challenge (iii). Taking photovoltaics as an example of potential
device application, fine control of the HOMO and LUMO energy
levels of the donor and acceptor materials allows efficient
photoinduced electron transfer from the donors to the accep-
tors. Appropriate energy levels controlled by the central metal
and cage element of M@Si16/M@Ge16 would lead to the
improved device performance. Another merit for M@Si16 and
M@Ge16 BCSA is their almost similar lattice constant. Hence,
layers with different central metal would grow epitaxially. Given
the experimental achievement for the electrical characteristics
of M@Si16 and M@Ge16 assembled films with various M, this
perspective would stimulate further experimental and theore-
tical studies toward the realization of designer functional SA-
assembled materials.
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